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CARRIE NEWCOMER

Workshops With Heart and Hope
SHOWING UP: SONGWRITING AND THE PRACTICE OF PRESENCE
This workshop addresses our busy overbooked lives and gives tools for being
more present artistically and personally. Participants will explore the big ideas
through the power of the small details and personal story. There will particular
focus on how the daily practice of paying attention to details and small
moments opens our hearts and our art. This workshop is
designed to
facilitate the development of unique artistic voice, the authentic story, using
songwriting tools, to translate story into song. This workshop has been
developed to be very safe, nurturing atmosphere using individual and small
group experience..
This workshop is also designed to welcome the
exploration of spiritual context, but in an entirely inclusive manner celebrating
what connects us rather than separates us. Songwriters of all levels welcome.

!SHOWING UP: WRITING AND THE PRACTICE OF PRESENCE

This workshop addresses our busy overbooked lives and gives tools for being
more present artistically and personally. Participants will explore the big ideas
through the power of the small details and personal story. There will particular
focus on how the daily practice of paying attention to details and small
moments opens our hearts and our art. This workshop is
designed to
facilitate the development of unique artistic voice, discovering the power of the
authentic story, using writing tools to translate story into written expression. This
workshop has been developed to be very safe, nurturing atmosphere using individual Carrie Newcomer is the most
and small group experience..
This workshop is also designed to welcome the insightful and lyrical singerexploration of spiritual context, but in an entirely inclusive manner celebrating what
songwriter I know—always
connects us rather than separates us. Writers of all levels welcome.

!OUR LIVES AS SACRED STORY

Carrie Newcomer invites participants to explore and honor the depth, grace and
wonder of personal journey and story. This workshop will use song, conversation,
creative writing, group and individual experience designed to explore our stories with a
spiritual lens, We will explore all that has come before, all that has brought us here,
and affirm the journey that is still unfolding. Experiences will include individual and
small and large group work. This workshop has been developed to be very safe,
nurturing and encouraging. It welcomes all, including those who have previous writing
experience as well as those who are interested in exploring new ways to tell their own
personal and spiritual story.

attuned to the still, small
voice of the soul that's so
often muffled by the noise of
the world.
—Parker J. Palmer
(author of "The Courage to
Teach," and "Let Your Life
Speak")

!ALL TOGETHER NOW:

In this fast paced and engaging workshop Carrie Newcomer invites participants to explore topics creatively through
the use of song. She will lead the group through the process of creating the language, moving the language into
music form, and by the end of the workshop have a finished song the group can sing together. This workshop
requires absolutely no musical experience. In an educational setting, this experience
is a fun and exciting way to incorporate new ideas and material (using our creative
mind). In a conference setting this experience is a wonderful way to gather and sum
up ideas and themes being discussed. This is a fast paced, guaranteed to make you
smile experience, presented in a safe and nurturing atmosphere.
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CUSTOMIZED WORKSHOP FOR YOUR COMMUNITY
Carrie can customized a workshop to fit with a particular theme or educational goal.
Previous custom workshops include:
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That’s My Job: Vocational Reflection
The Continuing Story:
An Intergenerational Songwriting Experience.
Contemporary Midrash:
Exploring Sacred Text with Head and Heart,

For Booking Contact
Mike Green And Associates Ph: 734.769.7254 www.mikegreenassociates.com
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